
Sharks vs. Busselton Magpies Sunday 30th July 2018 at Busselton 

Sunday proved that Football is well and truly a winter sport and when it comes to Masters Football, is not 
something that bides well for Sunday appearances for the Sharks. After a late Saturday night celebrating 
another Richmond win, the boys wandered into the Busselton change rooms like Browne’s cows. It was 
cold, it was miserable and the Eagles had just put together a more dismal fight than Stipe Miocic at UFC 
226. Coach Smithy was full of optimism and gave a pre-game speech that would have made Helen Keller 
jealous. The Sharks were eager to start the game and take on the Magpies on their home turf after putting 
up a good show at the Leschenault Carnival. 

The Sharks won the toss and decided to kick with the wind. With the Sharks new recruits on board, we had 
more Tattoos than a Fremantle Barber Shop. The pace was fierce and the Sharks won the ball out of the 
middle early to push it into our forward line. The wind was swirling around like a Dyson vacuum and Haresy 
and the Sharks forward line were unable to get a good read on the ball early. Obviously the Magpies being 
from the avian family had a better read on the trade winds that saw them hit the scoreboard early, after a 
dubious non holding the ball decision, that saw a Magpie pulling off more dud spins than an over 65 at the 
Crown on pension day. The Sharks started to get a better grip on the conditions and controled the ball 
better than Handles in a pair of tracksuit pants. This saw repeat entries into the 50, before Shakespeare 
picked up a free kick that was softer than 50 cent cone in an Queensland summer. Lucky he converted with 
a kick that was reminiscent of Huey Helicopter being hit by a Viet Cong missile that saw us go into the 
break one goal apiece. 

The Sharks came out to the second quarter full of confidence, which was extinguished quicker than a 
cigarette at a cancer fundraiser. The Magpies were full of run and were dominating in the air with more big 
men than the Harlem Globetrotters. The Sharks were getting in and dirty with Double D having more dirt on 
his back than a two dollar hooker in Withers. Stids continued to run around racking up more possessions 
than a kleptomaniac at road side pickup, while Johnno relished the Manjimup conditions to break more 
tackles than a streaker at Optus Stadium. Dougs moved onto the wing for his first game with the Sharks, to 
provide some run into the wind pushing the ball into our fifty on multiple occasions. A couple of Sharks went 
down with injury, which was putting pressure on Des and his rotations, which was hampering our run 
across the ground. Terry and Vossy were put at opposite end of the ground this week as Smithy didn’t want 
to see a repeat of their lack of communication in front of goals last match. Lucky Chris went down to the 
back pocket to make it his own. Along with Goodo they managed to repel plenty of forward advances by the 
magpies. The Magpies were able to bang on a couple with the breeze late in the quarter, which saw them 
go into the half time break with a handy lead. 

The second half saw the Sharks injuries continue to mount up, with a bench fuller than Jenna Jamisen at 
an AFIA after party. Fortunately Coach Smithy thought he would take it upon himself to push himself 
forward. Reminiscent of Tony Lockett in the 90’s Smithy was able to take some strong marks and convert 
to see the Sharks have a purple patch in the third quarter banging on three goals without answer. DJ 
continued to use his speed at centre half forward to negate his opponent who was higher than Vossy at a 
Jazz Gig. As the weather cleared the Magpies started to dominate in the air. Wazza was paddling the ball 
around that much he could have done with a set of floaties, while Heater was trying to avoid his hangover, 
rotating on and off the bench faster than a toddler on dexies. Whitey made the effort to umpire for the day 
without the realisation that it would be a full contact job after copping a ball to the nose, which saw more 
blood than a Monty Python film. Next time I am sure he will don the yellow jumper to pick up the whistle. 
The Magpies picked up a couple of late goals to go into the three quarter break with a small lead. 

The Sharks should have come out in the fourth quarter dressed as witch’s hats, as we would have put up a 
better fight. JC was less than happy with the team’s performance in the fourth quarter taking himself to the 
bench muttering he didn’t take four nails and a thorny crown on Friday to rise up to this on a Sunday. In 
fairness the injuries mounted on the Sharks as the game wore on and the superior age differential saw the 
magpies run out comfortable winners in the end to take home the Adams Gleeson Shield. 

The Sharks made their way off the field with more injuries than the aftermath of a grenade attack. The 
Sharks summed up the last of their energy to make their way to the Magpies change rooms to ensure they 
rehydrated before heading to the showers. Overall a disappointing result but in true Shark colours we will 
return to avenge our loss and take back the Adams Gleeson Shield. Best players for the day were Stids 
who won a little root from the Busselton Nursery while Terry and Johnno rounded out the awards. 
 


